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What about a tool to…
Streamline your editing experience

• Increased productivity
• Reduced button clicks
• Ensures data entry
• Simplified complex operations
• Standardized editing procedures
• Editor Extension
• Configured through a geodatabase table
• 71 methods that can be triggered when:
  - Feature created
  - Geometry modified
  - Attribute updated
  - Batch processing
A quick tour of Attribute Assistant

Three key pieces

- Attribute Assistant Toolbar
- Dynamic Value Table
- Generate ID Table
Attribute Assistant and ArcGIS Solutions
Configured for your industry workflows

- Address Data Management
- As-Built Editing and Analysis
- Campus Editing
- Flood Planning
- Nighttime Flow Analysis
- Road Network Management
- Sign Inventory
- Signal Inventory
- Streetlight Inventory
- Water Utility Network Editing and Analysis
Address Data Management
Attribute Assistant in Action
Streetlight Inventory
Data Collection and Attribute Assistant
Resources

GeoNet Community
Documentation
Review

Leverage ArcGIS Solutions
If needed, start with a blank Dynamic Value table
Do not version the Generate ID table
Iterate when developing rule base
Please Take Our Survey on the **Esri Events App**!

**Download the Esri Events app and find your event**

**Select the session you attended**

**Scroll down to find the survey**

**Complete Answers and Select “Submit”**